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What Is Home Visiting?
Early childhood home visiting is a two-generation approach intended to provide support to expectant parents and parents of 
young children. Home visiting provides a holistic approach to family and child development by addressing child health and 
well-being; child development and school readiness; positive parent-child relationships; parent health and well-being; family 
economic self-sufficiency, and family functioning. 

A Home Visit...
n �is a face-to-face interaction between the home visitor 

and a family or parent.

n is scheduled in advance – not a chance meeting.

n �is planned for a certain period of time – usually 
between 60 and 90 minutes.

n �usually takes place in the family’s home but may take 
place at a mutually convenient location such as a work 
place, library, or neighborhood site.

n �offers social support and discussion of topics that are 
important to families.

n �involves planned activities and topics based on both the 
family’s needs and goals of the program.

n �requires planning before the visit and follow-up after 
the visit.

What is the Goal of a Home Visit?

The primary goal of programs providing home visits to 
expectant families and families with children birth to age 
three varies depending on the program model. Typical 
program goals include promoting healthy birth and child 
development outcomes; preventing incidences of abuse 
and neglect; ensuring optimal child and family health; 
and ensuring the enhanced economic self-sufficiency of 
families. The content of your visits should be guided by the 
stated goals of your particular program and your families’ 
specific needs.

Partners for a Healthy Baby 
Home Visiting Curriculum User’s Guide
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What is My Role as a Home Visitor?
Home visitors offer families support and information to assist them in achieving healthy outcomes through a multitude of 
roles including:

   Advocate  Bridging barriers to receiving necessary services

   Coach   Actively listening to what families need and want, and supporting their efforts to  
obtain it

   Collaborator  Working with the numerous support and resource services available to secure  
appropriate services for expectant families and families with young children

   Facilitator  Empowering families to acquire what they need to accomplish their goals and dreams; 
helping them follow through on their health care provider’s advice and instructions

   Mediator Helping families work through problems and find solutions

   Mobilizer   Observing evidence of unhealthy behaviors and motivating families to take  
appropriate action

   Motivator Encouraging families to make lifestyle changes and engage in healthy behaviors

   Partner    Working with families to increase their parental confidence; to strengthen the parent/
child relationship; and promote the healthy development of parents and their young 
children

   Record-keeper Establishing and maintaining accurate records

   Supporter  Promoting parents as their child’s first teacher by offering suggestions and strategies  
for providing their young children with learning opportunities through daily care  
routines

To fulfill your role, you must first be able to establish warm, supportive, and empowering relationships with families whose 
culture, beliefs, values, and priorities may not be the same as your own. Establishing a good relationship with each family is 
key to your effectiveness.

— Adapted from Early Childhood Learning & Knowledge Center,  Home Visitor’s Online Handbook (2019)
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How Can I Be An Effective Home Visitor?
Home visiting is not an easy job. It requires patience, diplomacy, a sense of humor, and the belief that things can change.

Home Visitor Skills & Knowledge

n �Interpersonal skills that foster trust including sensitivity, empathy, flexibility,  
accessibility, patience, resourcefulness, enthusiasm, and the ability to be  
non-judgmental

n �Communication skills including effective listening, cultural sensitivity, and 
good verbal and written skills

n �Willingness to support and respect the competence, cultural values, and  
privacy of the family

n �Knowledge of enabling and empowering principles that support and promote 
self-sufficiency

n Problem-solving and solution-seeking skills

n Ability to motivate change

n �Knowledge of research-based content related to having and raising a healthy 
baby

n �Ability to identify developmental concerns during pregnancy and through the 
first three years

n Knowledge of program philosophy, goals, and objectives

n Commitment to supporting parents in their role as their child’s first teacher

n Ability to translate program goals into practice

n �Effective time management, documentation, organizational, and teamwork 
skills

n Knowledge of and access to community resources

How Do I Build A Trusting Relationship?
During your first few visits with each family, you will explain your role as 
their home visitor. Then you will begin the process of developing a trusting 
relationship. This happens when you arrive at the time you say you will, do 
what you say you will do, keep their confidences, respect their culture and 
values, and listen earnestly without judgement.

The trusting relationship you build with each family is the key to your 
effectiveness as a home visitor.
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Who Should Participate in the Visits?
Although some home visiting programs consider the pregnant woman or the baby to be their “client,” it is important to also 
work closely with the partner and other family members who will be involved with raising the baby. How often you should 
make an effort to include other family members or significant others depends on the goals of your program, the mother’s 
preferences, her relationship with other family members, and the likelihood they’ll be available for the visit.

Many programs have special outreach to include fathers. However, the mother’s current partner may not be the baby’s 
father and the mother may have reasons related to violence, abuse, or drugs that make it important for her to stay away 
from the baby’s father. If safety is not an issue, 
it is usually a good idea to help her see the 
advantages of encouraging the father-child 
relationship. If there are other children in the 
home, the health and development of these 
children should also be considered paramount.

Even if the mother is the only member of the 
family you visit, you still need to ask yourself, 
“How can I make sure the mother is supported 
in her efforts to raise her baby?” and “Would it 
be helpful to include other family members or 
significant others in this discussion?”

How Do I Conduct a Home Visit?
Every visit requires you to plan topics to be covered, discuss those topics during the visit, and complete follow-up activities.

Before the Home Visit:

n �Review the record from your previous visit. Gather any information you need and take any actions you 
promised.

n �Plan what you will accomplish at the visit by going over the Purpose Page(s) for the stage of pregnancy or 
age of the child to identify topics to be discussed.

n Read through the Detailed Information Page(s) for the Purpose(s) you chose for the visit.

n �Decide what Parent Handout(s) or other materials you will bring to the visit. Go over the content on the 
handout(s) so you are ready to share with the family.

n Complete your program’s planning form.

n �Collect other items you need—props for demonstrating and practicing, or something to occupy siblings  
such as books or toys. Only bring these if you can leave them with the family. 

n Call the day before or the morning of the visit to confirm your visit time.
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During the Home Visit:

n Greet each person present.

n �Ask to reduce or remove any distractions, such as turning the TV off or down, moving to a quieter location, or 
agreeing to put cell phones on silent.

n Inquire about any immediate needs or concerns.

n Report on what has been accomplished since your last visit.

n Review the purpose for the visit with the family.

n Discuss topics planned for the visit.

n Share the Parent Handout(s) selected for the visit.

n Observe and make a mental note of any concerns or dangers that require further discussion or action.

n Summarize what has been discussed or accomplished at the visit.

n �Plan with the family what topic(s) they would like to address on the next visit and agree about what needs to 
occur between now and then.

n Confirm the date and time of your next visit. 

n Close the visit by saying good-bye to each person present.

After the Home Visit:

n Record what was accomplished and what happened at the visit using your program’s format for this purpose. 

n Note any referrals to be made or tasks to be completed before the next visit.

n Note any issues you need to discuss or report to your supervisor.

n Reflect on the visit by asking yourself:
Did I attend to what the family was telling me with their words and nonverbal cues?
Am I sure that important points were understood?
Were there any signs of problems that I should look into further?
Did I encourage parent(s) to contact their provider about any health concerns?
Did I notice how the other children were behaving?
Did I feel confident that Mom and her children are in a safe place?
How did our visit further this family’s goals?
What else might I do to empower this family?
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How Do I Use the Partners Curriculum to Fidelity?
The research-based FSU Partners for a Healthy Baby curriculum is widely used by many home visiting programs to 
achieve positive outcomes. In order to meet your program goals and help families reach their goals, you have to use your  
program’s chosen curriculum to fidelity, which means using the curriculum as it was designed to be used. When you 
use the Partners curriculum to fidelity, you become more knowledgeable about the topics that impact expectant and  
parenting families, and can plan and conduct more effective home visits. The Partners for a Healthy Baby Fidelity Checklist 
and the Partners for a Healthy Baby Fidelity Tool for Supervisors/Coaches can be found in the Help section of the digital  
curriculum. 

To use the Partners curriculum to fidelity when planning your visits, follow this 3-step process. First, find the appropriate 
Purpose Page for the stage of pregnancy or age of the child and choose the Purpose(s) for your visit. Next, find, and carefully 
review, the Detailed Information Page for the Purposes you choose. Finally, review the Parent Handout that goes with the 
chosen Purpose and Detailed Information Page.

This curriculum is designed to help you:

•  Plan the purpose of your visit so that critical topics are covered in a timely manner.
•  Know important facts about each Purpose and how to find additional information and resources.
•  Communicate effectively by using questions and other prompts that are provided.
•  Record and keep track of the topics covered with each family.
•  Know how to support the family during pregnancy to ensure a healthy birth outcome. 
•   Know what to look for in order to detect early signs of health or developmental problems, and discuss 

your concerns with the family and/or a health care provider.
•  Promote and encourage parenting skills that support bonding, attachment, and child development.
•  Provide parents with activities that support all aspects of their child’s development.
•  Recognize what should be reported to your supervisor or when to seek further guidance.

1. Purpose Page 2. Detailed Information Page 3. Parent Handout
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1. Purpose Page
Each stage of pregnancy or age of child begins with a list of specific 
Purposes that you might consider covering during your visits that month. 
No attempt is made to break the Purposes into weekly segments—you 
can do that if you visit weekly.

Tailor your choice of Purposes to the needs of each family while using 
the curriculum as a guide to ensure critical information is covered. We 
recommend that you begin with Purposes that are of particular concern 
or interest for the family and address your program goals. Omit only 
those Purposes that you know do not apply to a specific family.

The purposes on the Purpose Page are organized by Category and Topic.  
When you pull up the Purpose Page you will see the Category and Topic 
on the left side of the screen and the Purposes are listed in the right-
hand column. 

  Family Development
• Empowerment
• Relationships & Support
• Father/Partner Engagement
• Career Development & Finances

    Maternal & Family Health
• Alcohol, Drugs, & Tobacco
• Sex, STIs, & Family Planning
• Family Health Care & Safety
• Nutrition & Exercise
• Pregnancy & Interconception Care
• Emotional Health

  Preparing/Caring for Baby
• Nutrition & Feeding
• Health & Safety
• Daily Care Routines
• Parenting & Guidance 

    Baby’s/Toddler’s Development
•  Fetal Development/ 

Developmental Skills
• Language & Literacy
• Social Emotional Development
• Play, Learning, & Cognition

Partners for a Healthy Baby Home Visiting Curriculum
Categories and Topics
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2. Detailed Information Page 
There is a Detailed Information Page 
for each Purpose. When you are on the 
Purpose Page, simply click on the Purpose 
you want to use and it will take you to the 
corresponding Detailed Information Page. 
The Detailed Information Page provides 
information about how to address each 
Purpose and is presented in two different 
colors.

The words in black (prompts) are 
intended to remind you of important 
points you need to make, and help you 
come up with words and phrases to 
introduce and discuss them. As needed, 
reword the text to fit the family’s 
circumstances, but be sure to convey the 
basic information that is outlined.

These prompts are for you to study as you 
plan your visit. You should not take the Detailed Information Pages with you into a visit because you may be tempted to read 
them. Reading information or shuffling around papers is a sure way to lose the attention of the person you are visiting.

The words in blue offer additional instructions, call your attention to things you need to be aware of or look for, and suggest 
follow-up actions you may need to take.

Review these Detailed Information Pages before your visit and make notes on whatever planning form you use regarding the 
main points you plan to cover. Talk about the main points in your own words during the visit. If you can’t discuss the material 
without reading the prompts word-for-word, you need more training and study of the issue before you conduct a visit.

Make your visits interesting by avoiding abstract conversations whenever possible. Most of us learn best by seeing and, better 
yet, by doing. Show the family what you are talking about by demonstrating it and have them do it too. For example, if 
the purpose of your visit is to discuss shopping for nutritious foods, go to the grocery store together and have fun reading 
the labels to make sure the food is healthy. Know the parameters your program sets for conducting visits at places in your 
community other than in the home. Find out if you can transport a parent and child, or if necessary, give vouchers for public 
transportation.

If you are going to make a difference in the lives of the families you visit, it is crucial that you help them see the relevance of 
these topics to their own lives and circumstances, to the issues they face every day, and to the goals they set for themselves and 
their children. No curriculum can help them make this connection—but YOU can.

Category

Topic
Purpose

Prompts

Additional 
Instructions
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3. Parent Handouts
There is a Parent Handout for each Purpose and corresponding Detailed Information Page. There are two ways to access the 
Parent Handouts.  When you are on the Purpose Page, simply click on the Purpose you want to use and it will take you to the 
corresponding Detailed Information Page and Parent Handout. You can also click on the Handouts tab on the main search 
page of the digital curriculum. That allows you to choose a particular book (e.g., Before Baby Arrives) and see a list of all 
numbered Parent Handouts for that book. When you click on a Handout name in that list it takes you to the Parent Handout 
and its corresponding Detailed Information Page.

The Parent Handouts summarize critical points on each topic and in some cases help visitors discuss issues that may other-
wise be awkward to broach. It’s important to study the handout that you plan to share with the family prior to your visit so 
you can talk about it in your own words, rather than reading it word-for-word. Parent Handouts can be printed to share with 
families. They can also be texted and/or emailed to families. 

The purpose of the handouts is to help families:

n Learn how to have a healthy pregnancy and support their baby’s growth and development.

n Make changes toward healthier lifestyles.

n Think about their life goals and dreams and how to reach them.

n Recognize early warning signs of pregnancy-related concerns and other health and developmental problems. 

n Be physically, emotionally, and financially prepared to have and care for a baby.

n Manage the stress that pregnancy and caring for a new baby can bring.

n Improve their self-esteem.

Please note that the Parent Handouts are protected by copyright and can only be printed out  
by the digital subscriber to give their families. The Parent Handouts cannot be photocopied. 

Since our last visit, I’ve noticed that...

3
months

My  three  month  old

I can tell my baby likes reading and stories because  _________________________  

__________________________________________________________________

My baby seems most alert when  ________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________

My favorite thing to do with my baby is  __________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________

Soothing my baby is easier when ________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________

I help my baby learn when I _____________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________

I wonder when my baby  _______________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________

I can tell my baby is frustrated when _____________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________

Partners for a Healthy Baby Home Visiting Curriculum
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Handouts are protected by copyright and may not be reproduced.

Soothing 
a fussy baby

Babies are often fussier at the end  
of the day. Although it’s hard when 
your baby cries and you don’t know 

why, it’s important to keep trying to 
figure out what your baby needs.

n	 Hunger. Has your baby been fed within the last 
2 hours? If so, it’s unlikely that he’s hungry. 

n	 Gas. Was he burped during and after feeding? 
If not, try it now.  

n	 Need to suck. Help him find his fingers to 
suck on or offer one of yours. If breastfeeding, 
don’t use a pacifier until breastfeeding is well 
established.  

n	 Being overtired. Have you tried rocking him 
to sleep in your arms? Try swaying from side 
to side, holding him in different positions—on 
your shoulder, lap, or the football hold.

n	 Wet/dirty diaper. Does he need to be changed? 
Make sure the tape or diaper edges aren’t 
sticking to or irritating his skin.  

n	 Being too warm/cold. Is the room too cold 
or warm for what baby is wearing? Is his skin 
damp and sweaty or cold to the touch?

The crying may be due to...
n	 Needing to feel secure. Hold him close 

against your bare skin. Wrap him snugly in 
a blanket. Carry him in a frontpack or sling.

n	 Boredom. Have you tried changing his 
position or going outside? Maybe he’d 
enjoy a ride in his stroller or lying on a 
blanket on the grass.   

n	 Overstimulation. Has his day included 
too many people, noises, and bright lights? 
Limit visitors and excitement. Put him to 
bed in a darkened room. Turn on the fan 
so the whirring sound drowns out noises. 

n	 Missing a routine. Has his usual sleep 
routine been interrupted? Traveling, 
moving, and changing caregivers can upset 
your baby.

If your baby cries several days in a row for long periods of time,   
for no apparent reason—he may have colic.   

Talk with your home visitor and your baby’s health care provider.

Partners for a Healthy Baby Home Visiting Curriculum
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How my baby is developing in the 

1ST

TRIMESTER

Your baby benefits 

from the positive 

things you do—eat 

healthy foods, exercise, 

stop smoking, and talk 

or read to her!

By the end of the first month:

By the end of the second month:

By the end of the third month:

Your baby’s tiny heart starts to beat.

A tube begins to form, which will develop into baby’s 

brain and spinal cord.

Your baby is about 1⁄2 inch long and weighs less than 

1 ounce—smaller than a grain of rice.

Brain cells begin to form.

Eyes and ears begin developing.

The placenta develops.

Your baby has eyelids but the eyes are sealed shut.

Your baby is moving but it is too early to feel it.

Tiny limb buds appear and will grow into arms and legs 

with fingers and toes.

All the major body organs and systems are formed but 

not completely developed. 

The placenta begins to exchange oxygen and nutrients 

from your body.

      Your baby is about 1 inch long.

       Bones begin to form.

Your baby can open and close its mouth.

Ears are formed and hearing is developing.

The brain is adding about half a million neurons each minute.

Brain cells are growing in size and begin to connect.

Fingernails and toenails are developing.

Your baby’s mouth has 20 buds that will be baby teeth.

Your baby is 2 to 3 inches long and weighs less than           

an ounce.

You can hear your baby’s heartbeat with a doppler.
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Making Regular Prenatal Appointments

The first step is  _________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

This will help my baby because  _________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

             Exercising

The first step is  _________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

This will help my baby because  _________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

Living A Healthy Lifestyle

The first step is  _________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

This will help my baby because  _________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

Reducing Stress

The first step is  _________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

This will help my baby because  _________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

Eating Nutritious Foods

The first step is  _________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

This will help my baby because  _________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

Balancing Work & School

The first step is  _________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

This will help my baby because  _________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

Choosing Supportive Relationships

The first step is  _________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

This will help my baby because  _________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

Managing Money

The first step is  _________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

This will help my baby because  _________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________

Having a Healthy Baby
First Steps for My Baby and Me

Partners for a Healthy Baby Home Visiting Curriculum
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What does this mean for daily care routines?

I would describe my toddler as...

n   Hard time adapting
n   Adapts easily

Change

n   Easy to calm down
n   Very intense when 

upset/distressed

Upset/Distress

n   Slow to warm up
n   Very cautious
n   Very interested

New Situations

n   Easily frustrated
n   Very determined
n  Won’t give up

Persistence
n  Quiet
n  Less Active
n   Very Active

Energy

If your toddler is very active, let him run around outside before going into the doctor’s office or grocery store. 

If your toddler is easily frustrated, start with 
easy puzzles and work up to harder ones.

If your toddler is cautious of new situations, 
allow extra time for him to adjust.

Knowing and being able to describe your toddler’s temperament can help you plan for his 
needs in learning, play, and daily care routines. 

Understanding My 
Toddler’s Temperament 

Partners for a Healthy Baby Home Visiting Curriculum
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Feelings provide feedback to our emotional health. 

Happiness is generally a sign 

that things are going well. 

Anger may be a clue that 

something isn’t right or fair.

Recognizing our emotions 

gives us important feedback. 

Use your inner feelings and 

emotions as guidance to 

know whether relationships  

are good for you or not.

Understanding your 

own emotions helps you 

recognize other’s emotions.

This will help you 

understand your child’s 

emotional cues. 

Things To Do
n �Label your emotions to help understand your feelings. 

I felt happy when…. I felt sad when …I felt angry 

when… 

n ��Express your emotions. Did your parents say things 

like big girls don’t cry?  Holding in emotions can make 

you feel depressed, anxious, angry, or even sick. Express 

your emotions. I’m really sad that you’re leaving. 

n ��Point out emotions in real life. As you read with your 

children, point out feelings. I wonder why that boy was 

crying? Was he scared? How did Cinderella feel about her 

mean stepsisters?

n ��Ask. Sometimes we misread other peoples’ signals. 

Looks like you’re having a bad day. Need a hug? If you’re 

not sure how others are feeling, ask. Did I hurt your 

feelings? 

n ��Explain others’ feelings. This is particularly important 

now as your baby is learning about feelings. It hurts 

when you bite. It makes your brother mad when you grab 

his toy.

Understanding 
Your  

Emotions

Can Improve Your Emotional Health

Your Persistent Toddler:Has a plan. She says she’s going to build a tower 

and may ask for what she needs to do it. 
Likes to make her own decisions—like choosing 

what to play with or wear. Insists on doing things themselves even when 
you feel help is needed—like pouring juice or opening a package. Likes to read the same book or play the same game over and over—she really wants to master it.

Do you remember the story The Little Engine That Could?  

He kept on and on until he succeeded. The ability to persist and “keep on trying”  

until success is achieved is an important life skill.

To Encourage Persistence & Manage Frustration:
 n  Help her plan. Ask what materials she’ll need to 

accomplish her goal.  n  Set her up for success. Stack blocks on a hard surface 

instead of squishy carpet. Tape paper to the table to 

make it easier to draw.  n  Encourage her efforts. Hearing words like That was a 

good try. Or You’re working really hard! shows you value 

her attempts.
  n  Wait and Watch. If things don’t go quite right, wait before 

offering help. This shows you believe she can do it. Watch 

for signs of frustration and offer a little help, without doing 

it for her. What if I hold the tower of blocks while you stack 

more on top?

Try, Try Again
Help  Your Toddler Learn Persistence

Partners for a Healthy Baby Home Visiting Curriculum
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Dreams are the wishes we have — the things we want in life.   They make our lives worth living.  

Achieve Your Dream
How To

What would it take for you to say at the end of this year,  “Wow! I did it!” 

My Dreams Are...

Family & Relationships

Emotional/Spiritual
Career & Finances

Nutrition

Partners for a Healthy Baby Home Visiting Curriculum
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Watch Me 

Grow!
b  When I walk, I can change directions  

without stumbling. 

b I can squat and then stand up.

b I can turn the pages of a book by myself. 

b   I stack toys and knock them down over and 

over to see what happens.

b  I imitate your body language—how you lean 

over your phone or scratch your head.

b  When I have a goal, I use actio
ns to get what  

I want. 

b  I may stop playing when you leave the room, 

but then want to play when you get back.

b  It is getting harder for me to stop doing  

something I really like. 

b  Being able to walk makes me feel good! I have 

worked so hard and now I can DO it!

b  I point and use my voice to show you what I 

want you to look at or give me.

b  I say “No” with meaning. 

b  I can follow a 1-step direction.

Why
Helpmine
see

now

owie!
?

you

NO

 Thinking

Why
Helpmine
see

now

owie!
?

you

NO

 Feeling

15-16
months

 

Why
Helpmine
see

now

owie!
?

you

NO

 Motor

 Why
Helpmine
see

now

owie!
?

you

NO  Language
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Home Visit Planning Form     
Some programs have developed a planning form for their home  
visitors to use. A sample Home Visit Planning Form can be found in 
the Help section of the digital curriculum. 
 

Home Visitor Training & Supervision
The Partners curriculum is not a substitute for home visitor  
training. It is designed to be as comprehensive as possible, while  
remaining manageable for daily use. Some details and background 
information have been omitted for the sake of brevity and clarity. 
It is important, therefore, that home visitors using this curriculum 
receive extensive pre-service and ongoing training on the broad range of content topics, as well as on home visiting practices. 
Training should clarify any programmatic and legal limitations on the visitor’s role.

Effective use of this curriculum requires ongoing supervision and professional guidance. Reflective supervision is critical 
because of the isolated nature of home visiting and the challenges of working with families with complex needs. Regular 
opportunities for reflection provide support for the home visitors and help them develop problem-solving skills. Home visitors 
should also receive professional guidance from a multidisciplinary team having expertise in the fields of nursing/medicine, 
social work, nutrition, mental health, and early childhood development.

Training on using the FSU Partners for a Healthy Baby curriculum to fidelity is not required, but is highly recommended. 
Virtual and on-site training is available from the FSU Center for Prevention & Early Intervention Policy. The interactive  
training ensures that home visitors are able to effectively use the Partners curriculum to fidelity. In addition to learning how 
to use the Partners curriculum to fidelity, home visitors learn how the content in the curriculum can help them:

n plan effective home visits 

n promote healthy birth outcomes

n �partner with parents to increase their parenting confidence in order to support optimal bonding, attachment, and 
responsive caregiving

n support parents’ efforts to promote their child’s development

n detect early signs of health or developmental problems

n more easily address topics that may be difficult to discuss

Attend training to learn how to support your families and achieve program goals using the research-based, practice-in-
formed FSU Partners for a Healthy Baby curriculum to fidelity. For more information about training, visit our website:  
http://www.cpeip.fsu.edu.
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Keys to Using the Partners Curriculum for Effective Home Visits
   Foster relationships. Your relationship with the family is an essential component of effective home visits. Spend time 

building and nurturing this relationship. This curriculum will be less effective without it.

   Empower the family. You may not be the expert but you can be the coach and mentor for the family. Find every 
opportunity to acknowledge their progress in achieving their personal goals.

   Prepare. Plan your visits. Review the Purposes before you visit. Choose those that are most appropriate. Study the 
related Detailed Information Pages. Read the Parent Handouts ahead of time. Practice using them and then talk about 
the information in your own words on your home visit.

   Address the family’s concerns first. Effective home visitors balance family concerns with program goals. Families 
will be more engaged if you first help them with what they need and then introduce the information from the curricu-
lum in the context of their situation.

   Be observant. Notice the non-verbal cues as well as what the family is saying. Observe the relationship between 
parent(s) and child. Observe the child’s physical and emotional development. Pay attention to your intuition when 
you feel something’s not right and act accordingly.

   Make learning fun. We all learn best by doing. If you’re reviewing how to take a child’s temperature, take a ther-
mometer and let the family practice using it. If you’re talking about nutrition, use real food labels to learn about 
nutritional content.

   Ask when you don’t know. You don’t have to know all the answers, but you need to know how to find them. Ask your 
supervisor or your program’s nurse, mental health professional, child development specialist, or disability coordinator 
when you need advice, consultation, or support.

   Take advantage of training. Seek opportunities for new knowledge. The more you know, the better you can help 
your families.

   Practice, practice, practice. The more times you practice talking about the topics in this curriculum, the better 
prepared you will be. Don’t be afraid to ask your peers or your supervisor to practice with you. You will be better able 
to effectively use and deliver the information.

   Nurture yourself. Nurturing yourself nourishes your body, mind, and soul. You will have more to give the families 
you serve if you also take care of yourself.


